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Summary
This report details the results of Big Picture Mapping exercise undertaken on the downstream car
distribution system, in the form of a workshop consisting of various players in the downstream supply
chain, excluding the manufacturer.

The mapping result is intended as a guide to the current system and as an indicator of where change
will have to be considered in order to meet the requirements of an express build-to-order system. For
example, the main outcome of this exercise has been further research into specific areas of the
downstream supply chain; ranging from detailed examination of customer and dealer attitudes, to the
establishment of specialist subgroups.

The mapping developed a generic picture of the system, allowing a clear understanding of the key
information flows from the customer, right through to production, and then the physical delivery of the
car to the customer. An important outcome is the identification of aspects or parts of the system that
are perceived by the workshop participants to reduce its overall efficiency, particularly from a 3 Day
Car perspective.

The Map

The map assumes that 40% of purchases are from private buyers, with 60% fleet/company buyers,
(Over three quarters of private buyers buy direct from a dealership, with the remaining quarter
involving some form of broker, such as lease providers Motability or lead-providers Autobytel).  For
fleet/company purchases, one third are made direct with dealers, and just under two thirds go via a
direct seller (such as a leasing company); half of these orders are placed with dealers with the other
half direct with the manufacturer sales company.

The time taken to complete the order can be anything from one hour to nine months, with an assumed
average of three months. The national sales company (NSC) will collect orders from dealers and direct
sellers, an activity that takes a variable length of time depending on manufacturer. The NSC, to
varying degrees of sophistication, will communicate regularly with the sales network and
manufacturer regarding forecasts of sales, targets and allocations - all of which may be reviewed
monthly, quarterly or annually.  The NSC will also be in regular contact with a number of elements of
the physical distribution system (e.g. distribution centres, dealers), collecting and processing data such
as car daily release information and delivery dates.

The distribution stage starts with the car despatch area, where a car will stay for c. half a day, before
being sent to a distribution centre. Around half of vehicles will be transported to a national distribution
centre (NDC), with the vast majority of the other half being transported to a regional distribution
centre (RDC), -  with c. 1% being sent directly to a dealer. Assuming that this 1% direct to dealer is
either demonstration stock or specific customer orders, it is this direct delivery (although probably
involving some form of consolidation), within 24 hours that needs to be transformed into the main
delivery channel for a 3 Day Car. Cars may currently undergo a PDI at Distribution Centre, either
NDC or RDC, from where it will be transported to dealers.  The real movement time in terms of
utilised transport and loading time from car despatch to dealer is 3½ days.

Cars will sometimes come from another dealer to the final dealer (stock transfers), though most will be
transported from an RDC or NDC. The dealer and customer delivery stage will usually involve the car
undergoing a PDI, and it will typically wait around 16 days before it is either transported to a leasing
company, or the customer visits the dealer to pick up the car (majority of cases).  Less often, the car
will be delivered to the final customer – delivery to customer is at present only commonly done by
leasing companies.
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Key Issues

•  Current system not configured to deal with customer driven orders.

•  Lack of trust between partners, - dealers and leasing companies, logistics companies and dealers,
logistics companies and manufacturer, and so on. Lack of visibility of cost, and lack of agreed
performance measures.

•  Lack of integration of different retail channels – dealers not adequately rewarded as custodians of
brand.

•  Lack of real time data. This is true for both order input and delivery.

•  Lack of integration of marketing strategy; under a stocked system this is less of a concern since it
is reactive, rather than a marketing led build to order strategy which must market proactively to
achieve the desired product mix.

•  Current single franchise delivery system operating in a 3 Day Car environment would result in a
significant increase in delivery cost due to the effects of dispersion.

•  Lack of visibility of decision making and inconsistency of manufacturer planning and forecast
data.

•  Time taken by dealer and others in PDI creates time lag, as does lack of confidence in the system
to deliver product on time and to the required customer quality.

Ten Possible Solutions Requiring Further Consideration

The brainstorming that the mapping stimulated was both productive and illuminating, and shows the
way forward for many areas of research within the programme. The key areas identified for further
consideration involve the relationships between the business partners.

! Real time data transfer, active and confirming, and a trust in the use of the data.

! Increased transparency of manufacturer planning for the benefit of supply chain partners. Added
to this is a requirement that the manufacturer speaks as one voice, with greater sharing of
knowledge and objectives internally, in order that forward plans and forecasts from different
sources are not consistently contradictory.

! Improved trust between the parties, to be enacted through contractual terms. Examples include
referral commission for Dealers on Company Car buyers, and open book contracts with logistics
providers.

! Improved Quality Control of Product where all partners have an open and honest dialogue
regarding the source and relevant charging of quality defects.

! Consideration of multi-franchise delivery, to reduce the cost of reduced time window, lack of time
for load consolidation, and dispersal effect of more frequent deliveries.

! Notice of delivery booking for the logsitics company and dealer at the time that the customer
places the order, whether fleet or private; instant clarification of requirements, and commitment to
deliver the product to the end user on a given day and time.

! Decisions made and passed quickly and more efficiently. Achievable through cultural changes,
and enabled through improved ‘connectivity’ of all parts of the supply chain, through a real time
Extranet. The decisions passed should be at minimum detail on order and delivery, but should as a
principle also extend to strategic, less immediate issues, such as long term targets, data on
performance of the system as a whole, and notification/delegation of future decision making along
the chain.
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! Marketing at a local level more integrated into the global, regional (i.e. European), and individual
market (i.e. UK) objectives. Again, a manufacturer hosted Extranet could be a way of sharing this
data, maintaining security alongside ease of access across different platforms and networks.

! An open ordering system, again through an extranet. The retailer or customer uses this system to
interact with all the elements in the supply chain, checking the availability of the product wanted
at the time wanted, and booking the services of supply, assembly and delivery on screen.

! Better management of retail price, pricing to demand to manage production.

Most of these issues have at their core an element of cultural change for one or more of business
relationships within the downstream supply chain. Some of the possible solutions discussed are more
viable and achievable, whilst some may, after further consideration by the 3 Day Car programme, be
entirely unrealistic. However, moving from a stocked system to a build to order system requires far
more than a change in technology or organisation – the main challenge is moving away from the
current business relations and practises built up over many years.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Report Background & Aims

The 3 Day Car project brief includes all elements of the supply chain. This report details the
results of a Big Picture Mapping exercise undertaken on downstream car distribution system -
that is, all aspects of customer order to manufacturer, and then from finished car through
distribution to the customer via the various intermediaries in the channel. It does not include any
aspects of car manufacture or specific manufacturer order processing, or component or raw
material supplies to production from the various supply tiers, which are examined in great detail
elsewhere from a value stream mapping perspective. It is intended as a guide to the current
system and as an indicator of where change will have to be considered in order to meet the
requirements of an express build-to-order system. For example, the main outcome of this
exercise has been further research into specific areas of the downstream supply chain; ranging
from detailed examination of customer and dealer attitudes, to the establishment of specialist
subgroups.

The exercise aimed to develop a generic picture of the system, allowing a clear understanding of
the key information flows from the customer, right through to production, and then the physical
delivery of the car to the customer.  An important element of this exercise is the identification of
aspects or parts of the system that are perceived by the workshop participants to reduce its
overall efficiency  - by, for example, causing delays, increasing costs, creating bottlenecks, etc.
Process mapping in essence is a tool that identifies possible efficiency gains from an existing
system by outlining the entire system from a helicopter view. However, the project aims
necessitate a further re-evaluation due to the requirements of 3 Day Car, which will mean a
change in the requirements of the system.

1.2 Big Picture Mapping

Big Picture Mapping (BPM) is a technique used to develop a generic understanding of a set of
processes, information and product flows, as well as the key organisational structure of a
particular value stream.  It is based on techniques described in a value stream mapping
workguide, ‘Learning to See’1.

Information is gathered through an intensive workshop-style event. Participants use their
knowledge and experience of the overall system to describe and comment on the information
and product flows, highlighting particular problems and issues, as well as recommending
possible solutions. These solutions will require further analysis and consideration before being
put forward as 3 Day Car scenarios.

The main aims of a BPM exercise is to present a diagrammatic view, highlighting possibilities
for improvements and reconfiguration. A subsequent stage in the overall analysis is to
reconfigure the total system so it optimises the elements to form a new process map. In the case
of the 3 Day Car process requirements, the need for reconfiguration needs to be balanced
against recognising the strengths and resources within the current system.

                                                     
1 ‘Learning to See’ Mike Rother & James Shook, Lean Enterprise Institute(1998)
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Workshop

Each participant had particular expertise of key aspects of the system, as well as a broader
knowledge of the overall system.

It must be emphasised that the maps and the explanation notes are results of statements
made by participants in the workshop. The detail of the process is as described by
participants, and reflects the elements of the supply chain over which the workshop
participants have expert knowledge. However, the manufacturer activities, such as order
processing, pricing and production requirements, are largely based upon outside opinion,
and as such do not necessarily reflect actual events. I would refer the reader here to the 3
Day Car mapping of manufacturers undertaken by Matthias Holweg.
The workshop took place on 6th August 1999 at the offices of the RMIF in London.
Sponsor/Industry representatives present were John Gregory (Axial), Adrian Foster (HR
Owen), Alan Pulham (NFDA), David Cardle (Richard Lawson Group), Roger Davies
(Inchcape), Peter Jones (General Manager, Lexus Parkway). The 3DayCar research staff
present were Professor Peter Hines, Geoff Williams, Ben Waller and Simon Elias.

1.3 Looking at the System from an Express Build to Order Perspective
There are two elements to the approach taken to process mapping. The first objective is to
examine the efficiency of the current system However, this system is essentially a stock push
system, with very slow responsiveness to actual demand. The 3 Day Car requires customer pull,
build order system, which by the very nature of a compressed time frame, will mean a much
faster, if not necessarily leaner, delivery system, which will resemble the supply chains on the
supply side of car manufacturing, and FMCG supply chains. Often issues which are problematic
for players in current system, become major blocks to a 3 Day Car. So the second objective is to
look at the system from a 3 Day Car perspective.

The requirement for a 3 Day Car, (the actual order lead time, whether 7 days or 3, is less
significant than the need to cut the build to order time as a prerequisite to confidently offering
an express build to order service to the customer), will upturn a system that has evolved in
response to stock push and selling from stock, (whether actual dealer stock or distribution centre
stock.).

Elements of the current downstream make prefect sense as evolved solutions, such as the use of
distribution centres, consolidation of loads over time to from sensible delivery loads, PDI
requirements at various points, or the dealer allowing extra time from delivery of product to
customer handover. However, these evolved responses hide problems experienced by all the
parties in a stock push system, and may be totally inappropriate to a customer pull, express
order fulfilment model.

2 Workshop Output
2.1 Current State Map

The current state map produced as a result of the session is contained in Appendix I.

A number of relatively self-contained broad stages can be discerned from the overall map.
These can be described as:

 i. Customer research: a customer seeking information about model specifications, price
comparisons, finance deals, location of local outlets, special promotions etc. This can be
broadly understood as the function of dealers, central marketing and advertising strategies,
underlying market conditions, and customer behaviour.

 ii. Order Processing: from the moment of ‘closing the deal’, whether obtaining the vehicle
from a compound, or to build to order, the national sales company must manage the
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aggregated orders flowing through the system. The order leaves the point of sale and is
handled by the system for fulfilment. The movement to a 3 Day Car will require an
instantaneous and flexible flow of order information along all tiers in the downstream
supply chain, firstly in order to check availability, and secondly to communicate
requirements to all players. The increases in speed, sharing and accessibility of order
information will need to be of an order of magnitude similar to that of the FMCG, in
particular the grocery sector.

 iii. National sales company: the national sales company understands the local market in terms
of the broad market objective, national pricing and product placement strategy. Further to
this, the national sales company balances supply with demand, and can move slow moving
stock, or restrict sales, where conditions of market disparity exist. The second fundamental
role of this arm of the manufacturer is to balance sales of product against agreed targets
within markets. The manufacturer supplies markets according to its’ global strategy.

 iv. Planning and production. The 3 Day Car project is focused upon UK production, but all
major Auto producers are true global players, and furthermore, global manufacturing
strategies involving long geographical lead times do present restraints upon express supply.
The economies of shipping and balancing of plant output worldwide would tend to suggest
a need for either a limitation to the 3 Day Car build to order concept, or an increase in
flexible production, or ‘micro-factories’ to enable a full range built locally for local
markets. This will either take the form of moving production nearer the to market, or
modularising late configuration of detail at destination market. Planning of production with
a short time window will require much more accurately targeted marketing, pricing and
market information. The build to order system could be made be made flexible by pricing
to lead time, so that, for example, bulk orders from fleets placed three months ahead will be
translated into production balancing elements in the worst case, or built to delivery date at
most desirable level of efficiency from a component and stock costing perspective.
However, the system will need to be able to cope with booking production slots (possibly
like booking airline seats, although this could unwittingly and disastrously skew customer
behaviour towards seeking last minute bargains), and in principle be a build to delivery
rather than a build to order system.

 v. Manufacture, assembly and vehicle despatch. Manufacture and assembly are treated here
as a closed box. Dispatch would be to delivery date at the end of production. Apart from
load consolidation, there would be no major change to dispatch, just changes to the
communication of dispatch dates and times to all parties.

 vi. Distribution. The current system is made up of distribution centres and dealer stock. The
distribution network at present is designed to allow dealers to source from stock. The
distribution of cars as a commodity item stocked for availability is very different from the
requirements of a system that delivers to real customer orders and exact build to order
products.

 vii. Dealer and customer delivery. Currently, the system allows delivery well in advance of
customer handover. This is presumed to be advantageous for the dealer in having time to
check the quality and safety of the car in detail. However, it should be recognised that a car
at handover will inevitably occasionally contain defects. The sheer complexity of the
product cannot guarantee 100% quality at point of sale. However, the dealer can check
certain basic elements for safety and outward appearance and this gives the dealer
confidence in selling a roadworthy product. The number of safety recalls by manufacturers,
plus the inaccurate allocation of blame for product faults and damage within the supply
chain, both contribute to a general sense of distrust. A standardisation of quality control, an
agreed agenda and criteria throughout the supply chain, is necessary both to increase
consumer and dealer confidence in an express build to order product, and also in order to
cut out time in the delivery process.
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2.2 Map Detail – Appendix 1, Chart 1
Current state description outlined here to be read in conjunction with Chart 1, listed
in Appendix I. A smaller version is printed below for reference

The process map starts with the customer and his or her decision to obtain a new car.  The map charts
several stages from sources of information about model choice, maps the system (indicating whether
private or business purchase), through various channel intermediaries to the dealership, (where
typically the order is placed with the manufacturer).

The map provides some quantitative analysis in terms of the approximate time taken for each broad
stage in the overall process, and the percentage splits of customers that take the particular routes or
paths.

Customer

National
Sales

Company

1 hour to 9 months (Average - 3 months)

Market
Research

DealershipCentral
Planning

Production
Control

Vehicle
assembly &

test

Unfinished
stock

Car Despatch Dealer

options list

less
constrained

listBroker
(eg Autobytel,

Motability)

>30%
<10%

Forecast/target/allocation/annual
quarterly/monthly review

80%

Annual budget
 reviewed monthlyConstraints

2hours0 to 30 days0 to 7 days

1 to 60 days

Customer
pick up

1%

39%

20%11%

20%

transport
65%

25%

10%Distribution
centre

(national or
regional)

PDI

1 day

45 days

1 day

0.5 day
100%

one third
customer tag

99% 99%

100%

1%

2nd
Dealer

3.5 days (1 day transit)

Daily release and
forecast?

19%

49% RDC
50% NDC

Chart 1: Current Process Map

Orders

Daily release (destination)
‘Dealer tag’ and forecast
for resource requirement

Logistics
company

Central
Control

Delivery
date?

Fleet/company
purchase

c 60%

Private
purchase

c 40%

Direct
seller

(eg leasing
co)

1 day
0%+

transport

2 days1 day1 day

transport

PDI

15 days

transport

transport

Leasing
company

delivery to
end user

transport

• telephone dealer
• visit dealer internet site
• visit manufacturer web site
• visit provider web site
• magazines etc
• visit direct sales web site
• personal recommendation

Note: From Sales Company to Car Dispatch is illustrated here as seen by the workshop
participants. However, this area should be taken as a view only, and considered a closed area.

The starting point on the map is the customer entering the market for a new car.  The customer could
be a private buyer (thus having no constraints - apart from financial - on brand/model choice) or a
business user, who will usually choose from a pre-determined list.

Both types of customers are likely to undertake market research in order to arrive at the final model
choice.  This could involve visits to dealers, web sites, evaluation of published material as well as
recommendations form friends/family. This process is shown in the top right of chart 1.

After market research is the order making stage.  The map assumes that 40% of purchases are from
private buyers, with 60% fleet/company buyers,  (Over three quarters of private buyers buy direct
from a dealership, with the remaining quarter involving some form of broker, such as lease providers
Motability or lead-providers Autobytel).  For fleet/company purchases, one third are made direct with
dealers, and just under two thirds go via a direct seller (such as a leasing company); half of these
orders are placed with dealers with the other half direct with the manufacturer sales company.
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The time taken to complete the order can be anything from one hour to nine months, with an assumed
average of three months. The variability on individual orders for factory built product varies
dramatically, but it must be emphasised that distribution centres represent 37% source of sales for the
UK market (ICDP data).

The national sales company (NSC) will collect orders from dealers and direct sellers, an
activity that takes a variable length of time depending on manufacturer. It was suggested that
this took around two hours in actual information exchange time, but this is a closed area to most
outside parties. The exchange time per order will depend upon the update frequency.

The NSC, to varying degrees of sophistication, will communicate regularly with the
manufacturer and dealers regarding forecasts of sales, targets and allocations - all of which may
be reviewed monthly, quarterly or annually.  The NSC will also be in regular contact with a
number of elements of the physical distribution system (eg distribution centres, dealers),
collecting and processing data such as car daily release information and delivery dates.

Information on orders will move from the NSC to sales planning and production, which forms
the key link with manufacture and assembly.  Workshop participants suggested that order can
move from the NSC to central planning within from one day and up to thirty days, with a further
0 to 7 days from central planning to production control.  It will take anything from one to sixty
days to move through vehicle assembly, ending up as a product in unfinished stock for one day.
This element is essentially a closed box for this study. For further detail, please refer to the
comprehensive studies undertaken of the manufacturer processes by the 3 Day Car team,
headed by Matthias Holweg.

The distribution stage starts with the car despatch area, where a car would stay for c. half a day.
Around half of vehicles will be transported to a national distribution centre (NDC), with the vast
majority of the other half being transported to a regional distribution centre (RDC) -  with c. 1% being
sent directly to a dealer. Assuming that this 1% direct to dealer is either demonstration stock or
specific customer orders, it is this direct delivery (although probably involving some form of
consolidation), within 24 hours that needs to be transformed into the main delivery channel for a 3
Day Car. Cars may currently undergo a PDI at NDC or RDC, from where it will be transported to
dealers.  The real movement time in terms of utilised transport and loading time from car despatch to
dealer is 3½ days.

Cars will sometimes come from another dealer to the final dealer (stock transfers), though most will be
transported from the RDC.  The dealer and customer delivery stage will usually involve the car
undergoing a PDI, and it will typically wait around 15 days before it is either transported to a leasing
company, or the customer visits the dealer to pick up the car (majority of cases).  Less often, the car
will be delivered to the final customer – delivery to customer is at present only commonly done by
leasing companies.
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2.3 Problems and Barriers

Refer to Chart 2, Appendix 1 - A smaller version is printed below for reference

Customer

National
Sales

Company

1 hour to 9 months (Average - 3 months)

Market
Research

DealershipCentral
Planning

Production
Control

Vehicle
assembly &

test

Unfinished
stock

Car Despatch Dealer

options list

less
constrained

listBroker
(eg Autobytel,

Motability)

>30%
<10%

Forecast/target/allocation/annual
quarterly/monthly review

80%

Annual budget
 reviewed monthlyConstraints

2hours0 to 30 days0 to 7 days

1 to 60 days

Customer
pick up

1%

39%

20%11%

20%

transport
65%

25%

10%Distribution
centre

(national or
regional)

PDI

1 day

45 days

1 day

0.5 day
100%

one third
customer tag

99% 99%

100%

1%

2nd
Dealer

3.5 days (1 day transit)

Daily release and
forecast?

19%

49% RDC
50% NDC

Chart 2: Problems and Barriers

Orders

Daily release (destination)
‘Dealer tag’ and forecast
for resource requirement

Logistics
company

Central
Control

Delivery
date?

Fleet/company
purchase

c 60%

Private
purchase

c 40%

Direct
seller

(eg leasing
co)

1 day
0%+

transport

2 days1 day1 day

transport

PDI

15 days

transport

transport

Leasing
company

delivery to
end user

transport

• telephone dealer
• visit dealer internet site
• visit manufacturer web site
• visit provider web site
• magazines etc
• visit direct sales web site
• personal recommendation

Customer Driven Order   

Dealers get no commission for
demonstration without sale

- losing sales to other channels?
2

1

No customer data from VM 3

No capture customer orders v lost
sales 4

Conflict between leasing co direct
sales and dealer network 5

Lack of IT flow through system 6
Up stream, range price different

No real time delivery dates-
shiploads

Excessive organisation - too many
depts or functions

problem of poor volume of data and
resource planning for logistics

company

Lack of trust between logistics
company and VM

Lack of data/communication

Load consolidation and planning

if newspaper style delivery, 35%+
cost penalty

Ownership of product & liability v
benefit

role of RDC to allow reduced lead
time for market

costs of physical inspection/picking
up VM faults

time to PDI to check quality at
dealer before handover to customer

- legal roadworthy

Why have compounds at leasing
companies?

16

15

11

9

8

12

10

7

14

13

17

18

19

Having outlined the ‘current state’, this section describes the issues and problems and that the
workshop group identified as being constraints to the optimum operation of the system. Chart 2
(reference version above, full version in Appendix 1) shows the current state map - but this time
with the problems and barriers overlaid.  The points raised are summarised in the following
table:

No Note on chart Player Explanation notes

1 Problem Customer driven order Dealer Dealer has to act as real time broker to
customer – and has to have faith in customer
driven order system

2 Problem Issue for dealer:  loss of
commission from demonstrating for
no sale

Dealer For company cars, lease company customers,
and other user-choosers, the dealer showroom
can be a delivery point and information
gathering site, but the dealer can be less
enthusiastic about these customers, since no
sales bonus

3 Problem Customer data –market intelligence Dealer Suggestion that Dealers should have more
access to manufacturer marketing data.
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4 Problem Capturing customer orders vs lost
sales

Dealer How are we to measure lost sales at the
dealer – this data is hard to capture now.

Within this context, maximising sales is about
maximising availability of product offer options
and customer service, and maximising
demand. The clash of channels and
competition, loss of leads by not passing to
appropriate parties (ie dealer to leasing
company), is a major cause of lost business in
this sector. For example, if a dealer saw that a
customer would benefit from a lease scheme
not operated direct through the manufacturer
but for a product within the brand, the dealer
could get a lead referral fee for a completed
sale of a lease package

5 Problem Conflict between leasing company
direct sales & dealer network

Dealer Intra brand sales channel conflict – arises out
lack of an open policy from manufacturer on
channel segmentation

6 Problem Lack of IT flow all through system Dealer
and NSC

Major theme for supply chain compression and
customer pull – the demands of 3 Day Car
accelerates the pressures for improved
connectivity, updates on request, auto –
exchange of data, visibility to all players of vital
information etc….throughout all players and all
processes involved in 3 Day Car. The quality
of IT investment, integration and speed of
exchange dependant upon business
relationships as much as technology

7 Problem Up stream, range price different NSC Prices upstream do not reflect actual customer
paying price: questions asked about quality of
data and sales planning

8 Problem Excessive organisation – too many
departments or functions

Central
Control

View from outside the manufacturer of central
planning and control in downstream, is of
duplication, lack of rationalisation in functions,
and lack of internal coherence. Is there a need
for so many sales, production planning and
distribution departments if moving to customer
pull and highly reactive systems?

9 Problem problem of poor volume of data
and resource planning for logistics
company

Central
Control

The quality of advance data from VMs central
control to logistics companies

10 Problem No real time delivery dates-
shiploads

Central
Control
and NSC

Delivery dates are not given to logistics
companies in advance, partly because dates
are not fixed. Updates to logistics companies
are overnight orders, rather than real-time
updates

11 Problem Lack of trust between logistics
company and VM

VM and
Logistico

The business relationship – claims for
damage, aggressive competition on rates and
lack of improvement awards, etc

12 Problem Lack of data/communication VM and
Logistico

Lack of real time communication, lack of
liaison and lack of forward
marketing/promotion plans shared

13 Problem Load consolidation and planning VM and
Logistico

Load consolidation and planning is done as
orders come in from manufacturer: there is no
direct consideration of load consolidation and
planning by manufacturer in passing advance
information to logistics company, and in a 3DC
scenario this will be unacceptable. Currently,
around 3 days is given to move product, and
this window allows consolidation.

14 Problem costs of physical inspection/picking
up VM faults

Logistico
and
Dealer

The whole area of quality and damage
disputes creates cost in the system – abuse of
system by all parties, manufacturers, dealers,
and logistico due to lack of trust. VM faults
passed on to downstream, and used for
bodyshop business by dealers.
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15 Problem Ownership of product & liability v
benefit

Logistico Business relationship issue: rates and
investment considered unbalanced against by
contractual risk and product liability issues,
because of abuse of power by VM

16 Problem role of RDC to allow reduced lead
time for market

VM RDC reduces delivery time to customer. This
is good for the customer and VM in the current
situation, but if moving to order based system,
DCs will have to become cross docking points

17 Problem if newspaper style delivery, 35%+
cost penalty

Logistico Logistico estimate of increase in outbound
logistics costs with a 3DC increased delivery
frequency because of dispersion, even if
multi-franchise delivery could be done in
mitigation.

18 Problem time to PDI to check quality at
dealer before handover to
customer – legal roadworthy

Dealer Role of dealer as the customer-facing element
of the supply chain, must have certainty in
safety and reliability of individual cars. They
have to maintain their customer relationship,
so need time to check product.

19 Problem Why have compounds at leasing
companies?

Leasing
Co

Questioning need of leasing companies to hold
product, as duplication of logistics company
compounds: although the stock held at leasing
compounds tend to be for resale
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2.4 Core Issues
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Chart 3: Key Issues for Change
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Refer to Chart 3, Appendix 1 – A smaller version is printed above for reference.

This chart focuses on the key issues highlighted in the workshop, and looks at the underlying
causes of these problems. Some of these represent possible ‘big wins’ if solutions can be found.
Some, like the perceived increased complexity caused by the UK market, are external to the
process as part of the market environment. However, some issues are within the direct influence
of the partners, in particular the manufacturers as pivotal shapers of business relationships
within the industry.

N
o.

Issue /
Problem /
Solution

Detail Position
on Map

Notes – Explanation

1 Issue Late configuration requirement Dealership Central to customer offer

4 Issue Sold order only Dealership
to NSC

No push orders, only customer tagged orders
– pre-registration to be abolished

3 Issue No sharing of market data Dealer
and NSC

Marketing and sales plans to be shared, rather
than just monthly targets

5 Issue Dealer direct production orders Bypassing
NSC

For a 3DC, orders placed direct into production
would bypass the sales function since the
conditions for the sale would be more tightly
controlled
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N
o.

Issue /
Problem /
Solution

Detail Position
on Map

Notes – Explanation

6 Issue Central function for dealerships &
marketing – need for integration

NSC and
Dealer
network

Suggestion that for new car sales, Dealers are
more like agents than independent retailers,
and as such, dealership marketing should be
open and integrated into VM marketing
strategy, for sharing of marketing data and
investment planning

2 Issue Market difference and UK
restrictions

Dealer UK market increases supply complexity for UK
product: right hand drive and various
legislative demands

7 Issue Need for real time exchange of
data

ALL Need for update on request, not ‘batched
updates’

8 Issue Need for real time exchange of
marketing decisions

Dealer
and NSC

Request for communication real-time on
pricing and marketing plans from manufacturer
sales and marketing department

9 Issue Flexible manufacturing capacity to
meet market variations

VM Issue for manufacturer and suppliers

10 Issue Postponement strategy VM Late configuration issue for manufacturer and
suppliers – could conceivably involve
downstream logistics, depending on whether
product leaves factory as finished product or
as parts?

11 Issue Modularity – limited range VM/NSC Issue for NSC and VM – how to range
products and position brand whilst gaining
flexibility on product

13 Issue Visibility of cost – who gets the
profit compared to who gets the
cost?

ALL Logistico, Dealers and other partners
relationship with the manufacturer. How to
maintain balanced relationship on rates,
margins, long term investment and innovation.

12 Issue Inventory for VM market share? NSC Manufacturers building stock, and pushing pre-
registration, plus dealer pre-registration to
meet targets, in order to maintain market share
figures, regardless of actual demand

15 Issue 24  hour handover to dealer Dealer Handover to dealer 24 hours is currently
unrealistic: cost; dealer co-operation; security
and quality control; noise/local bylaws

14 Issue sign over, security and quality
check

ALL Dealers benefit from role as vendor in sign
over to customer, security of handover, and
final quality check by dealer before sale
handover to customer (And a contentious level
of work through bodyshop reworks and claims)

16 Issue Handover of car by different player
to service relationship

Logistico Possibility of logistics company handing over
product to customer rather than dealer, as a
service

17 Issue Trust – between leasing comps
and dealers

NSC There is real intra-brand competition between
these channels (i.e. Leasing Companies and
Dealerships), but dealers act as delivery
channel and showroom for orders they do not
get sales commission on.
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2.5 Suggested Possible Solutions
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Chart 4: Potential Solutions
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Refer to Chart 4, Appendix 1 – A smaller version is printed above for reference.

The group also suggested possible solutions to many of the problems, barriers and key issues
raised, (that would require further investigation or analysis). Some validation of these within a 3
Day Car scenario is needed, and in fact the 3 Day Car time-compression of the supply chain
simply brings certain issues to the surface. Issues which are existing barriers to the efficient
working of the current system become absolute obstacles to a time-compressed build to order
system.

No Suggested Note on chart Player Explanation notes

1 Solution freedom of dealer to choose range NSC In a customer pull system, there should be
less ‘metal push’. The dealer as independent
retailer could choose the range of models they
want to sell, OR, be specified a range, but
genuinely reflective of local market based on
real sales patterns

2 Solution Simultaneous data exchange
downstream;  marketing &
promotion plans

ALL If the downstream supply chain is to act as a
channel for customer pull, then the marketeers
need to involve all the retail functions,
particularly the dealer

3 Solution Central Function for dealerships
and marketing

VM Suggestion that  there needs to be
reorganisation and visibility of this function for
dealers
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4 Solution Dealer direct production orders VM Suggestion that Dealers should be able to
place orders directly onto production
schedules. Open order pipelines is a complex
area, where Dealers may for some franchises
be able to place and adapt orders. But
bypassing a central planning function could
cause chaos - this is an area outside the group
knowledge, but the suggestion is an interesting
one and raises capacity and systems issues.

5 Solution Direct order from customer to
production control

NSC The internet will in theory efficiently enable
customers to order directly from the factory.

6 Solution Balance capacity against market
variations through differential
pricing

NSC Suggestion that supply in the current system
rewards customers in a way that does not
maximise the demand management
possibilities offered by differential pricing by
lead time. As a means of smoothing demand
for build to order, this would require more
centralised control over customer pricing.

7 Solution Central Planning Transparent NSC Organisation and culture issue as seen by
external business partners - Increased
transparency of central planning decisions
internally at VM, and to all supply chain
partners, would allow better reaction, capacity
planning, understanding and responsiveness
of other parts of chain.

NSC, dispatch/distribution, and Central Control
should function as a single department to
external players – need to remove
compartmentalisation of the business.

8 Solution Simultaneous data exchange
upstream

ALL This information relationship needs to be two
way – the transaction based systems that 3DC
will require - could be backed up by other
online response information (e.g. complaints or
questions, customer types, reactions to new
models or options, etc, as a continuous
feedback for central marketing).

9 Solution reduce market range choice – use
pricing differential mechanisms

NSC Dealers attitude to complexity of offer - feeling
that there is too much choice for the customer
to handle, that reducing this choice would
reduce production planning complexity,
thereby assisting simplification of 3DC product
assembly and production line balancing.

10 Solution Logistics company replace Central
Control

NSC Idea that the logistics company is in a better
position to undertake the role of Central
Control – outsource outbound control

11 Solution Simultaneous data exchange of
information to supply stream of
future work

NSC All advance booked slots for production to be
passed to logistics control – at the logistics
company, and actual 3 day build orders sent at
moment of order.

12 Solution Improved trust in business
relationship

NSC To be achieved how? The imbalance of the
power relationship means that trust can only
be made possible contractually – open
book/long term/min guarantees?

13 Solution trust – sample based quality
checking?

Logistico Sample based (ie. ABC sampling), for each
brand. How to overcome other checking
issues, whilst accepting that not all faults can
be eliminated?

14 Solution Integrated long term Open Book
Contracts

VM Suggestion to contractually improve trust and
long term business co operation. An open
book contract is one where the accounting of
the contracted business is made visible to the
client, and an agreed margin ratcheted
against KPI measures.
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15 Solution Improved connectivity and
communication of information
added to increased freedom of
logistics carrier to do multi-brand
milkrounding

ALL Information sharing ‘pool’ between brands and
between logistics companies: combined
volumes and cross docking as part of a
‘system pool’ where all players systems can
integrate – universally accessible ‘middleware’
with access limited by contract and cross-
contract (i.e. subcontract and reciprocal
contract sharing?).

16 Solution multi brand loads – reduce costs
considerably

Logistico Multi-brand loads on outbound distribution as a
significant ‘big win’ cost saver, especially
where volumes are reduced

17 Solution improved quality chain/rapid PDI
from VM to carrier to
dealer/delivery

Logistico/
Dealer

If the quality chain is assured all along (i.e.
quality is a given), then radically ‘green lane’
PDI. There is a need for all parties to
realistically tackle the issue of damage and
product quality in a way that delivers quality to
the customer, without incurring extra cost to
the consumer via cost increases to all parties
in the delivery chain.

18 Solution web purchase & deliver to
customer home

Customer If direct purchase and home delivery is
acceptable to both customer and
manufacturer, it could provide an effective
means of streamlining the process. However,
the efficiency gains made possible by this
scenario should be largely transferable to a
offline sales channel involving dealers.
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3 Discussion and Analysis of Points and Suggestions made
3.1 Evaluating the Current Scenario
3.1.1 Sales Channel Management The current downstream chain is designed for the benefit of the
dealer and the manufacturer in selling from stock. The emphasis upon shifting units away from the
factory gate without any a final end-customer will need to be dispensed with for the new system. The
marketing and National Sales Company function controls the current system through managing the
stock flowing to market. A customer pull system requires management of demand rather than just
physical product, and so requires a more sophisticated channel of order fulfilment.

Many of the problems that arise from looking at the current model from a 3 day car perspective have
their roots in unresolved problems in the existing system. One such example is the lack of clarification
of sales channel policy.

Dealers are understandably frustrated by a system that does not recognise good work done for the
brand when a sale is not completed through that particular dealership.  A customer can be effectively
and expertly guided through the ‘brand’ experience, but if that customer then goes to a leasing
company or acquires the car through a company car scheme, then the dealer gets no tangible reward.
The dealer might pick up subsequent business through handover and servicing of the product, but
fundamentally a customer who eventually obtains the same product through another channel is
considered a ‘lost sale’, regardless of whether they have bought the same branded product or not.
Diversification of channels needs greater sharing of market and sales data, essentially exchange of
leads and rewards for doing so. The value of the lost sale in the new car market is so great that each
sale should be considered a reward for all the partners in a sale, for example if a dealer refers a suitable
customer to a leasing company. It might be suggested then, that a diversification of channels needs to
be backed up with a bonus system for promoting the brand or cross selling. As entrepreneurs, dealers
are not necessarily the best guardians of the brand, but if paid to do so in a proactive way, then the
latent selling power beyond the standard private sale could be made to work as a genuinely responsive
customer-pull tool, a real extension of central marketing programmes.

With more co ordination and referral of leads in a marketing led approach, the actual sale from any
given channel is less important than the total cross channel sales. For this to work, the dealers and
lessors must be treated as more equal trading partners. Whilst each sales channel must be cost
effective, if any channel helps to support another then it has value as a resource.

With greater sharing of market data, promotional planning and cross channel incentives, the dealer or
leasing company could better plan their own targets, local marketing, and overall costs. As stated in
the earlier analysis, a lost sale in a marketing led, customer pull approach to retailing is due to either
(a) lack of preparedness by vendor, supply chain or manufacturer, or (b) failure in marketing.
Economic conditions within which the vendor must operate are less of an issue than the areas over
which the sales channel has control.

Category management is one solution to management of a multiplicity of sales channels in
conventional retailing. If a manufacturer does want to move to a genuinely aggressive build to order
mentality, then a manufacturer might do well to embrace channel multiplication, which it does very
incompletely and inefficiently at present, and combine its’ excellent resource base within dealerships
with the opportunities offered by leasing companies and web based brokers.

3.1.2 IT and the downstream Supply Chain

 The lack of responsiveness, integration, speed and connectivity of the current IT systems, used by
both distribution and sales functions, is an impediment and major barrier to a 3 Day Car. It is both
frustrating to users, in particular logistics providers, who could benefit enormously from a faster,
looser, easily adaptable web based EPOS type software. In this way a planning system could evolve
which is far less autocratic than the central planning of current manufacturing operations. A web based
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system could be far more creative and cost-effective, and better utilise the skills of the supply chain
partners, (as opposed to yearly seminars of the ‘why don’t they do it like this’ variety).

With time compression, the need for greater sharing of information, of greater real time access, update
on request, rapid query and response, all points towards the type of Intranet/Extranet web systems
used in large scale conventional retail between retailers and key suppliers. It should be fast, secure and
reliable; a universally accessible system with degrees of controlled access would allow dispensing
with slow means of handling queries, processing orders or availability requests, delivery times, and in
particular, allow point-of-sale booking of the product parts, assembly slot and delivery slot.

Therefore what is required is way ahead of existing mainframe legacy systems, but technically
possible, and is essentially a real-time transaction based system able to update and confirm on request.

However, the efficacy of an improved, integrated downstream IT system will only be as collaborative
as the supply chain business relationships, a fundamental issue returned to many times. E business is a
tool, but streamlining and finely balanced business relations are the key to lean and responsive supply
chains.

3.1.3 Manufacturer Internal Organisational Issues

From outside VMs, there is a view that too many departments have too little firm grasp on what is
happening outside their direct mandate, to the extent that communication to third parties is at best
fragmented, at worst contradictory (for example, between sales and marketing and production control).
Intranet technologies, (including WANs – wide area networks), successors to mainframes and LANs,
can assist in exchange of business information, but the real issue is a need for closer harmonisation of
functions within the manufacturer.

One solution is to put faith in third parties and outsource critical areas like outbound logistics control.
The benefits of outsourcing central functions as ‘implants’ within the company are improved expertise
and contractual performance terms, plus cutting duplication of work at the logistics companies and the
manufacturer. The negatives include loss of direct control of costs, empowering the contractual tie
with the third party, and possible loss of margin to contractor when set against in-house operation.
Once the key decisions have been made by the manufacturer as the controlling brand, functions can be
outsourced. However, the key question here is not essentially about outsourcing, but about
bureaucracy and what sort of central control is required to create a fast and responsive manufacturing
to customer order operation.

3.1.4 Quality of Information and integration of logistics providers

Logistics companies (abbreviated to ‘logistico’ in the charts), would like to increase their business to
provide more than just a transport and distribution function. If they took on more added value work,
such as control of one-stop PDI, or control of outbound dispatch at a plant, they could increase their
value added and increase the long term viability of their business over cheaper ‘transport only’
operators. The possibilities offered by multi-franchise distribution may help to mitigate the increased
costs of increased delivery frequency and consequent loss of consolidation.

The quality of information provided to logistics companies is considered wanting, and within a time-
compressed environment this demand for more accurate and detailed information will be essential if
capacity planning is to be efficient.

Short term planning: the logistics provider should manage the outbound delivery booking slots, which
should be confirmed at point of customer order. Whether the customer wants the car delivered in 3
days or 6 weeks is immaterial, but the order booking should include real time booking of outbound
capacity. Within the 3 day window, essentially the transport provider has a 48 hour window for
planning the delivery, even if the delivery booking is made at point of order. With a longer timeframe,
capacity planning, load consolidation and route planning become the major considerations for
balancing out capacity requirements.
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Long term planning: the logistics provider should be given more than just expected units. Promotional
plans, marketing strategy and realistic sales targets for each model and geographical region should be
supplied under strict confidentiality agreements. In theory, in a genuine open book environment these
plans could be discussed without conflict over hidden costs.

3.2 Validation and Areas for Further Investigation
3.2.1      Retail scenarios for a 3 Day Car

The actual channel for selling a three day car will vary by consumer and product or service strategy.
Given that there is significant change and turbulence in the UK car retail market at present, through
the combined effects of the growth and challenges of e commerce, plus the competition commission
investigation into UK car retail, there will inevitably be some changes in new car retail. The degree of
change is at this time somewhat unpredictable, with so many factors at play, from questions over the
exact nature of block exemption renewal, to eventual impact of the internet, that various retail
scenarios can be envisaged within which a 3 Day Car could be sold.

The marketing stream will design a series of scenarios containing various ideas, which could be
examined more closely as a sales model, potentially by dealers, consumers and manufacturers. Current
marketing stream projects looking into customer dealer behaviour and attitudes, plus sales and
delivery patterns, will help contribute to the debate on what a 3 day car product and service offer could
look like. We shall also liase with ICDP work into future scenarios. A first draft of a 3 Day Car retail
process is suggested in this document, in section 3.3.

3.2.2      IT subgroup

IT will be central to reconfiguring the supply chain to a leaner, more responsive, more proactive
system of order fulfilment. However, the system needs to fit real requirements, both in terms of order
processing and tracking, action signalling, and collective supply chain organisation, and must also be
flexible to changing requirements in order not to burden parties with expensive legacy systems. Web
based technologies that utilise mainframe reliability with windows based functional flexibility should
allow a greater access to information for all parties, from NSC to dealer, logistics company to
customer.

The IT subgroup will be looking at prescriptive ideas for the downstream IT requirements; the
marketing stream has been examining downstream IT in terms of e-commerce and its effects on
consumer behaviour and dealers, (which will form the basis of a separate report). The logistics and
delivery IT of the downstream operation needs to be better integrated, as outlined, both as a supply
chain, and with the marketing and sales functions within the business value chain, and this will be
examined by both transport and IT subgroups.

3.2.3      Transport subgroup

The implications for the existing transport system are far reaching. It was decided therefore to
establish a transportation subgroup in order to examine the issues raised by 3 Day Car, to include
sponsors and other experts in the field. The aim of the subgroup is to validate ideas and further
investigate potential ‘big wins’ and significant problems. Multi-Franchise delivery could be a ‘big
win’ in cost saving, particularly within a 3 day car scenario.

The subgroup will be examining environmental and cost implications of a reconfigured system,
possible changes to physical transportation technologies, 24 hour delivery, PDI and other services,
tracking and inventory management, routing systems, and other IT requirements. The group will also
look at the conversion of all DCs and RDCs to cross-docking operations.

3.2.4      Manufacturer Organisation and Market Strategy

The internal workings of NSC, production planning and market strategy is an area where each
manufacturer will have an organisation policy based upon individual company culture, market
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strategy, and distribution of manufacturing plants. However, in terms of a streamlined means of
organising a responsive supply chain to a customer pull, but marketing led operation, there will need
to be a greater cohesion in what is communicated to third parties.

The traditional conflicts between sales and marketing and production planning will have to be replaced
by a comprehensive overview of sales targets alongside capacity planning and booking schedules.
Currently the compromise between the sales forecast and the production forecast is addressed once a
month at a planning meeting. Within a short time frame, the planning needs to be streamlined to a
response to order booking, which itself operates within the context of a marketing led business. There
can be no debate when to build once an order has been accepted. However, the manufacturer will have
to make the commercial decision before taking orders whether to refuse booking slots when capacity,
parts availability or delivery makes an order impossible to fulfil within the requested timeframe.

A manufacturer may have concerns about the strategy of losing sales through saying ‘no’. One market
strategy for avoiding an inability to supply may involve pricing units out of the market when plant
cannot meet demand and encouraging advance booking through pricing. Another alternative could be
not following the principle of build-to-delivery date, but instead to manage production capacity
through pricing in the way that photoprocessing outlets use their production resource, building
(confirmed orders only) early sold at a lower price, and then storing until the delivery date. However,
this would encourage a high degree of ordering ahead, and this could cost the manufacturer in storage
and distribution. The 3 Day Car manufacturing system could be adapted to a build-and-store
(confirmed customer orders) strategy if storage of finished sold stock was seen to be more effective
and profitable than a build-to-delivery strategy.

This shall be built into the retail process, to be proposed by the marketing stream in conjunction with
systems and organisation. A first draft concept for the retail end is presented here in section 3.3,
following work done elsewhere on direct order booking at the plant, (by Matthias Holweg and Dan
Jones).2

                                                     
2 Matthias Holweg and Prof Dan Jones, Direct Order Booking (Dec99 3 Day Car conference)
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3.3 Future State Possibilities
Refer to Chart 5, Appendix 2 - A smaller version is printed below for reference
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Multiple Retail Channels

The channels through which new car sales are made vary by segment, from large company fleets
buying, or leasing to private individuals buying or leasing, plus a welter of possibilities in between.
However, there is room for a further multiplication of channels, depending upon how car
manufacturers want to sell their product. There is room for channels so long as they support one
another as an integrated network of selling and marketing centres. However, it is certainly in the
interest of brand management to co-ordinate all the outlets and sales channels to support the agreed
market aims. One way of enabling this synchronicity is to give all channels access to varying degrees
of online data. Whatever the retail channel, whether it be a supermarket chain selling online, or a
dealer selling nationally, the sales point should be a co-ordinated part of manufacturer strategy, since
the brand identity is the single most valuable asset owned by the manufacturer.

Whether the manufacturer should attempt to control so strictly the dealer channel is questionable, and
rather than direct ownership or imposing restrictive franchise conditions, perhaps the best way forward
in a marketing led customer offer is to significantly enhance the outreach of central marketing to a
wide network of information gathering and dissemination points. Multiple channel management has
been used, alongside IT techniques, in conventional retail, to turn retail channels into micro-marketing
channels. For example, Dealers could be given the relevant training and software to enhance the
marketing operation nationally, rather than local and national new car advertising being so visibly
unconnected as at present. The viability of different retail models will need to evaluated.

]
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Central Web Pool

A tenet of organising build to order production is not to final build until an order has been received.
This may seem obvious at first, but it means that all orders are treated equally once in the pool of
production. As in the Photoprocessing business, managing demand by price does not change the
process, just the timing of when the production process takes place. In the 3 Day Car scenario, time-
based pricing may allow some orders to jump ahead and be completed within the shorter timespan, but
essentially once committed all orders must go through the same planning process and part of the daily
production schedule. An enabler for this would be a central ‘direct order booking system’ as set out by
M Holweg, which could be extended visibly to the customer.

To cater for a wide variety of sales channels, and to achieve the time efficiency gains required for fast
ordering, a ‘central web pool’ could actively manage the production order bank. An example of such a
web pool concept can be seen in the General Motors plan to build a supplier web system in
conjunction with i2 and Commerce One.

This web pool could act as a two way portal by which orders are placed, reserved, and confirmed, and
where central information is gathered or disseminated. As a media channel this could be an Extranet
with varying degrees of access to levels or ‘rooms’ of data dependent upon level of access granted to
business partners.

As such the resulting central information channel could be both a standard EPOS style tool and a
media and communications channel, with limited access for the customer or potential customer,
through a combination of mainframe systems and internet media. It could be the means of integrating
the marketing requirements as a local/global interface, literally managing the brand globally, whilst
managing the actual sales markets locally.

Enhanced Distribution

Looking at the physical downstream, there are major challenges to getting a finished, guaranteed
quality product to a final customer within the 1 day presumed allowed for the 3-day car. Various
solutions to the reduction in load consolidation are made possible, from multi-franchise logistics
companies cross docking at multi-franchise DCs, 24 hour delivery at dealers or customers direct, to a
single logistics company delivering multi-franchise loads. However, all these changes require a shift
away from current attitudes and opinions, towards a more flexible system with a greater involvement
of key players in managing more complex delivery, inspection and cross-docking operations. The need
to overcome the PDI and quality issue is apparent all through the value chain, from gaps in factory
gate quality, through DC, transportation and logistics company checking and damage, to the dealer
having confidence in handing over the vehicle to the final customer. The final customer must be
convinced that the build quality and safety of the car is as it should be.

Currently, product damage aside, excluding damage in storage, the time taken for PDI through the
value chain would preclude a 3 day car 1 day delivery. If the product were checked externally by a
logistics representative ex factory, then sent from factory to end destination in 1 day, any damage in
transit apart from external scratches and damage, would be accounted for as factory imperfections.
Given sophisticated scanning equipment, any damage in transit could be traced in theory, and any
defects arising from transit ex-factory would be paid for on a pro-rata basis.

As already stated, in addition to distribution and quality control functions, the logistics companies
would be well placed, and certainly interested in tendering for, outsourced logistics control operations
for outbound distribution.

The increase in trust in business relations that all parties outside the manufacturer are looking for
could be achieved by trialing open book contracts, which have been successfully introduced into
FMCG retail distribution. An open book contract is one where the accounting of the contracted
business is made visible to the client, and an agreed margin ratcheted against KPI measures.
Furthermore, longer term contracts to can give contractors greater confidence in investment, allowing
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them to amortise equipment and encourage investment. These costs need to be controlled with an
overall open book agreement on all costs allowing an agreed rate of return; as stated above, in order to
maintain competitive control over costs, the stepped margin of return is usually tied to performance on
contractually agreed KPI.

Of course, this may not be attractive to the manufacturer, but if the value chain is to be maximised,
much better to share economic resources rather than continually battle over rates and short term
agreements and targets. Playing the contractor tendering game, screwing down a contractor until
replaced by another with unrealistic rates, is not good for building a trust based business partnership.

However, if outbound logistics providers moved towards multi-franchise delivery of any kind, then
open book contracts would become very difficult to maintain, requiring sharing of cost data due to
manufacturers sharing the same fleet, journeys and services.

Guaranteed minimum volumes were suggested as one solution to variation of delivery around
capacity. Under a genuine build to order system, there could be no guaranteed volumes for logistics
providers, since although stable production would be the aim of the marketing arm of the business,
orders would vary against demand. The viability of open book contracts depends therefore upon the
exact nature of the provision of outbound delivery.

One solution is for the logistics providers to get out of physical distribution completely, and become a
open book outsourced logistics and delivery consolidation service for a number of manufacturers. As a
third party with confidential agreements, the logistics company then uses its breadth and skills to
subcontract out the transport to third parties who actually own and run equipment, to the logistics
company standards.  This could allow the logistics companies to operate online auctions for delivery
slots, milkround cargo units, and cross docking slots, with approved contractors across the region
concerned, i.e. Europe.

Express Order Processing and Slot Booking

A proposed customer order booking Order process is outlined in chart 6. If the order is broken down
into the three things that are critical to the customer they are:

(a) Is the product I want available? Is there availability of the required parts, components,
modules and subassemblies in terms of number, time and place? Is the car I want available or
potentially available? This product availability in principle allows the customer to choose the
specification they are requesting. The check should escalate up the supply chain instantly upon
request. On the chart this stage is represented in the first box in the top left, “Customer
Availability request T-3+ days plus one hour”.

(b) Can I have it when I want it? The customer, whether a corporate order or a private customer,
will, on the basis of lead-time based pricing and convenience factors, decide upon an ideal
date for delivery. This instantly needs to trigger a booking of future product availability as
above, plus booking production and assembly slot working BACK from the delivery date. The
emphasis here is build to delivery date. This needs to be checked through all production
instantaneously in terms of capacity booking for that slot in place and time. The second
element of answering this customer question is to check that there is delivery capability for
when the customer wants the product delivered. Hence the order booking should include real
time booking of outbound capacity, again matched to the customer requested delivery date.

(c) Is the price right? If the customer can be persuaded to book ahead, by for example, 40 days
prior to required delivery date, the customer could get the product at a lower price.
Conversely, last minute discount slots during overcapacity would have to be made extremely
unlikely or unavailable to customers, since this would foster the wrong expectations for
customers wishing to bring down the price.
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This set of criteria forms the basis of customer needs for the first check, the provisional booking, and
the actual booking that may or may not follow. If production is stabilised the outbound should not be a
problem, but the logistics company, as we have seen, want to have notice at the point of order, and
may have to re-evaluate a delivery load or schedule to compensate for the one geographically difficult
delivery.

It could be that the dealer, rather than manufacturer, organises the production booking, rather like a
travel agent. I have assumed that all these booking elements will be done online, and are relayed to all
parties for auto-confirmation at the point of order.

Refer to Chart 6, Appendix 2 - A smaller version is printed below for reference
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The customer process of placing an order, as laid out in Chart 6, would be as follows:

(1) The customer, whether a fleet buyer or a private customer, contacts the vendor, whether a
dealer or a NSC fleet negotiator, and a certain configuration of product is specified, for
delivery at the certain place and time. This time of delivery is a customer determined variable
(+X) from a minimum of 3 days. This ‘purchase request’ is submitted to the ’web pool’ and
the system delivers an answer within minutes as to whether this is feasible. This check runs to
first tiers, to stock held, to subassembly producers, and inbound logistics. It also
simultaneously checks production slot availability and outbound slot delivery.

(2) If the availability of product configuration, production slot and outbound is confirmed then the
customer either confirms (go to 3) for a fixed delivery and production slot in the future, or the
customer reserves a slot, cancellable for three days (T-3). If availability is a ‘no’ at the given
delivery date, then the customer can either try booking a different delivery date, or a different
specification.
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(3) The customer either confirms the reservation for the three day car after three days ‘cooling
off’ and the transaction is made, or cancels the order at minimal cost (depending on the size of
the order). If made, the order is fixed (T=0) for the 3 Day Car, and all booked elements come
into play, automatically configuring the production scheduling and logistics operations into
action in sequence. Advance confirmed orders are placed (3 + X number of days) ahead which
could be encouraged and offered at a discount to offset the reduced risk and improved
opportunity for capacity planning for the manufacturer.

(4) Customer delivery of product, either to dealer, leasing company or end customer, at order (T-
0) plus 3 days at a minimum, to order plus any number (T= 0 + 3 + X) above that for advance
confirmed orders.

(5) Keeping the link with the customer open after delivery of the product, and using the
information gained during the process to improve forecasting as a feedback mechanism.

All these checks pass through a central order gateway, which would form the central function of the
‘web pool’ as outlined above. This proposed process assumes build to delivery date throughout,
although 3 Day Car research and modelling may find that this is not an effective way of running a
build to order plant. However, an alternative where production is more stable would require holding
finished stock where such stock has a real customer and delivery date. In this scenario, the production
planning would still need the dynamic booking system, but with an element of buffering with large
orders planned into the schedule.
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4 Conclusions
This study has covered many elements of the downstream supply stream, and the main elements
identified are summarised below. The brainstorming that the mapping stimulated was both
productive and illuminating, and shows the way forward for many areas of research within the
programme. The key areas identified for further consideration involve the relationships between
the business partners.

1 Real time data transfer, active and confirming, and a trust in the use of the data.

2 Increased transparency of manufacturer planning for the benefit of supply chain
partners. This could be made possible technically through an Extranet, much like the
General Motors i2/Commerce One Extranet for suppliers. Added to this is a
requirement that the manufacturer speaks as one voice, with greater sharing of
knowledge and objectives internally, in order that forward plans and forecasts from
different sources are not consistently contradictory.

3 Improved trust between the parties, to be enacted through contractual terms. Examples
include referral commission for Dealers on Company Car buyers, and open book
contracts with logistics providers.

4 Improved Quality Control of Product where all partners have an open and honest
dialogue regarding the source and relevant charging of quality defects.

5 Consideration of multi-franchise delivery, to reduce the cost of the reduced time
window, lack of time for load consolidation, and dispersal effect of more frequent
deliveries.

6 Notice of delivery booking for the logistics company and dealer at the time that the
customer places the order, whether fleet or private; instant clarification of
requirements, and commitment to deliver the product to the end user on a given day
and time.

7 Decisions made and passed quickly and more efficiently. Achievable through cultural
changes, and enabled through improved ‘connectivity’ of all parts of the supply chain,
through a real time Extranet. The decisions passed should be at minimum a detail on
order and delivery, but should as a principle also extend to strategic, less immediate
issues, such as long term targets, data on performance of the system as a whole, and
notification/delegation of future decision making along the chain.

8 Marketing at a local level more integrated into the global, regional (i.e. European),
and individual market (i.e. UK) objectives. Again, a manufacturer hosted Extranet
could be a way of sharing this data, maintaining security alongside ease of access
across different platforms and networks.

9 An open ordering system, again through an extranet. The retailer or customer uses this
system to interact with all the elements in the supply chain, checking the availability
of the product wanted at the time wanted, and booking the services of supply,
assembly and delivery on screen.

10 Better management of retail price, including pricing to demand in order to manage
production.

Most of these issues have at their core an element of cultural change for one or more of business
relationships within the downstream supply chain. Some of the possible solutions discussed are
more viable and achievable, whilst some may, after further consideration by the 3 Day Car
programme, be entirely unrealistic. However, moving from a stocked system to a build to order
system requires far more than a change in technology or organisation – the main challenge is
moving away from the current business relations and practises built up over many years.
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See separate document for appendices

Appendix I
Chart 1: Current Process Map

Chart 2: Problems and Barriers

Chart 3: Key Issues for Change

Chart 4: Potential Solutions

Appendix II
Chart 5: Draft Future Process

Chart 6: Key Customer Booking Process for Build to Order
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